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Abstract
Hall-effect thrusters, which are electrostatic devices based on an E B´ plasma discharge, have
successfully been used as satellite propulsion systems for the last few decades. However, the
presence of anomalous electron cross-field transport is still poorly understood, and involves
complex and strongly coupled mechanisms such as azimuthal electron drift instabilities and
intense secondary electron emission (SEE) from the thruster walls. The present work focuses on
the relative importance of these two phenomena. We use a 2D particle-in-cell/Monte Carlo
collision model configured to simulate the radial-azimuthal directions near the thruster exit
plane. A constant radial magnetic field and axial electric field are imposed, and electron drift
instabilities are observed in the azimuthal (E B´ ) direction. A simplified SEE model is
implemented and an extensive parametric study is performed to directly determine the effect on
electron transport. It is found that, for the operating conditions used in our simulations, SEE
enhances the near-wall electron mobility by a factor 2, while reducing the bulk plasma mobility
by about 20% (due to electron cooling). However, the dominant contribution to anomalous
electron transport is still observed to be caused by electron drift instabilities driven by the E B´
discharge configuration. SEE modifies the electron mobility profile, but the spatially-averaged
value remains relatively constant. Three different operating regimes are identified depending on
the SEE rate value: two that are stable, and a third which shows an oscillatory behaviour. In
addition to electron transport, the kinetic simulations give new insight into the plasma sheath
formation at the radial walls, and comparison with typical analytical sheath models demonstrate
important differences.

Keywords: Hall effect thruster, 2D particle-in-cell simulation, PIC simulation, cross-field
electron transport, electron cyclotron drift instability, secondary electron emission, sheath model

1. Introduction

The development and understanding of Hall effect thrusters
(HETs) is one of the driving forces in the research on E B´
plasma discharges. HETs have been used for more than 40
years since the USSR Meteor satellite in 1974 [1] and

numerous satellites have been successfully operated using
HETs as primary or secondary propulsion system. Never-
theless, the full potential of HETs for space propulsion is not
yet attained, as its physics is not clearly understood yet.

The typical HET consists of an annular ceramic channel
[2], where an axial electric field E accelerates the ions and
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creates the thrust. A radial and intense magnetic field B,
imposed by an external magnetic circuit, is applied in order to
increase the residence time of the electrons, thus increasing
the ionization of the propellant, usually xenon. Therefore,
properly understanding the cross-field transport of electrons
inside the channel would allow the improvement of the HETs.
More complete descriptions of the HETs can be found in
Morozov et al [3], Adam et al [4], Goebel and Katz [2],
Mazouffre [1], Boeuf [5].

Many experimental studies have shown that the electron
mobility along the channel axis is much higher than predicted
by the classical mobility from drift-diffusion or Bohm diffu-
sion [2, 3, 6–8]. Based on both experimental and numerical
studies [4, 9–14], an azimuthal instability raising from the
E B´ drift of the electrons has been proposed as the main
mechanism for the enhanced mobility. Lafleur et al [15]
developed a theoretical model of this electron cyclotron drift
instability (ECDI) and its effect on the electron mobility. The
theory has been successfully confirmed by 1D and 2D PIC
simulations [14, 16, 17].

On the other hand, wall material is also known to change
the behaviour of the HET discharge [18], and experimental
evidences of near-wall transport have been reported [2,
19–21]. The main physical phenomenon proposed to explain
this effect from the walls is the intense secondary electron
emission (SEE) arising from electron-wall collisions enhan-
cing the electron mobility near the channel walls [3, 20, 21].
However, experiments and simulations [22–27], as well as
successfully operating wall-less and magnetic shielded HETs
[28, 29], show that electron-wall collisions and SEE alone are
not sufficient to explain the observed cross-field electron
transport. Nevertheless, SEE is expected to significantly alter
the plasma behaviour [30], and consequently the study of the
enhanced mobility due to ECDI along with the SEE is
required to understand the relative importance of these two
effects and their coupling.

Various numerical studies of the SEE effects have been
performed using unidirectional simulations. A 1D kinetic
simulation along the radial direction [31] has demonstrated
the importance of SEE on the creation of electron beams
between the walls. Fluid simulations [32] highlighted the
importance of SEE and electron backscattering for near-wall
conductivity. However, those simulations did not model the
azimuthal direction, and thus were unable to highlight the
effects of the ECDI.

Hèron and Adam [33] used a 2D-3V PIC simulation in
order to model the r−θ plane and study the coupling
between SEE effects and ECDI effects on the HET opera-
tions. They have shown that SEE does not reduce the ECDI.
However their model allows to simulate only the first micro-
seconds of the discharge, and not to study a steady state.
Finally, Taccogna et al [34] used a more complex 3D-3V PIC
simulation to successfully study these effects. However, the
authors used a scaling factor in order to decrease the size of
the simulation domain, which affects the instability growth
rate and amplitude, hence the electron transport [17]. Con-
sequently, the study of the coupling between SEE effects and
the self-consistently simulated azimuthal instability needs to

be pursued. In particular, this study should be performed on
long time scales and without any scaling.

As the work of Hèron and Adam [33] is very similar to
the work presented here, a deeper discussion is warrented.
Three main points of interest can be highlighted. First, the
model used in [33] did not take into account axial plasma
losses, and as a result, no steady state discharge could be
reached. Instead the electron temperature, and hence the SEE
rate, continuously increased with time [33, figures 17 and 18].
In this work we have proposed a different simulation model
that approximately accounts for axial losses, and conse-
quently, allows for the formation of a steady state plasma.
Secondly, [33] used radial boundary conditions that mimic
the floating nature of dielectric walls. In the present work we
have chosen not to explicitly model a dielectric, but we still
nonetheless model floating radial boundaries where the net
current to the walls is zero; as occurs in real HETs. Thus no
major differences are expected from this simplification.
Lastly, we have neglected the curvature of the thruster
channel. The authors in [33] have shown that the SEE process
depends to some extent on the curvature as the radii of the
inner and outer surfaces of the channel are different. Here we
have again chosen to neglect this effect so as to focus just on
the coupling between SEE and the ECDI, and to more clearly
understand the fundamental physics involved.

Meanwhile, fluid simulations [7, 32, 35] model the
plasma-wall interaction using a sheath model with SEE given
by fluid theory [30, 36, 37]. Experimental measurements of
the sheath with SEE have been performed in simple condi-
tions [38]. However, to the best of our knowledge, far too
little attention has been paid on the validation of these sheath
models in the condition of the HET.

The aim of the present investigation is to quantify by a
parametric study the relative importance of the ECDI and the
SEE on the electron mobility in HETs. This is achieved by
using a 2D-3V PIC simulation code able to reach a steady
state by setting a finite length in the third dimension, as
described in our previous study [14]. A simple SEE model
[32] is implemented in order to investigate the importance of
ECDI compared to SEE effects. The electron cross-field
transport measured in the simulation is compared to the kin-
etic model of Lafleur et al [15] over a wide range of values of
the re-emission rate.

We will firstly describe the different numerical and
physical models used in this work in section 2. Then
sections 3 and 4 will describe the results obtained from the
simulations and the comparisons with the predicted values
concerning electron mobility, SEE rates and sheath
characteristics.

2. Models

2.1. 2D PIC simulation of a HET

The results presented have been obtained thanks to a 2D-3V
Particle-in-cell/Monte-Carlo collisions (PIC/MCC) simula-
tion code: LPPic. Details concerning the models and



validations (benchmark, convergence and numerical heating)
used for LPPic can be found in Croes et al [14]. We simply
recall that LPPic simulates the r− θ plane without any scal-
ing method and does not consider the thruster curvature.

We note that the curvature in a real thruster can induce
asymmetries in the plasma radial profile, as well as the rela-
tive magnitude of plasma-wall interactions [33, 39]. Hence,
the dispersion relation of the ECDI instability can be different
in the regions near the inner and outer channel radii. While
this may affect the results obtained, we have specifically
chosen to neglect the curvature so as to better focus on the
fundamental coupling of the SEE and the ECDI.

The bi-dimentionnal simulation domain uses a Cartesian
coordinate system. The Ox direction corresponds to the
‘radial’ direction of the thruster (r), and the Oy direction
corresponds to the ‘azimuthal’ direction (θ). As represented in
figure 1, we impose a uniform magnetic field B0 along the
‘radial’ direction, and a perpendicular electric field E0 in the
axial direction, normal to the simulation domain. Hence, the
E B0 0´ direction corresponds to the ‘azimuthal’ Oy direc-
tion. The electric field in the simulation domain x yE ,( ) is
computed by solving Poisson’s equation. The simulation
domain is closed by walls in the Ox direction, while periodic
boundaries are used along the Oy axis. The walls absorb all
incident particles and have a fixed potential f=0 V.
Although imposing such a potential may appear artificial, it is
worth noting that the thruster anode and cathode are not
modelled in the simulation, so the actual potential chosen on
the radial boundaries is simply a convenient reference
potential used in the solution of Poisson’s equation. Due to
the symmetric nature of the simulation domain, no net elec-
tron and ion current can flow to the radial boundaries, and
thus they effectively represent floating walls. This is similar to
the floating nature of more realistic dielectric walls, except
that the net current must only be zero over the entire length of

the wall, whereas with dielectric walls the net current is zero
at each grid point along the wall. As the ‘azimuthal’ simu-
lation distance is relatively small, this is not expected to play
any significant role, and has been explicitly chosen so as to
remove the added complexity of dielectrics. This allows a
more transparent and focussed understanding of the coupling
between the SEE effect, and the ECDI.

The Oz direction, normal to the (Ox, Oy) simulation
plane is closed by fixing a physical length Lz in order to reach
a steady state. Particles crossing the lower and upper simu-
lation domain boundaries are re-injected cold on the other
side. Details and consequences of this finite length have
already been described for a similar 1D case [17], and
extensively discussed for the 2D case [14, 40].

Unless otherwise stated, the operating conditions and
numerical parameters used in order to run the simulations are
listed in table 1. They have been chosen in order to respect the
PIC conditions [41]. Under these conditions, it requires
approximately 32 h with 360 CPUs to simulate 2.5×106

time-steps, which corresponds to approximately 10 μs of
physical time.

In table 1, Ti,0 and Te,0 are respectively the ion and
electron temperatures at initialization, Tsee is the temperature
of emission of secondary electrons, n0 is the initial plasma
density, and Pn, Tn and ng are respectively the neutral pres-
sure, temperature, and density. The simulation parameters are
Δt the time step, Δx the cell length, and N/NG the average
number of particles/cell. Statistical convergence has been
tested by increasing the number of particles/cell up to 340,

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the 2D simulation domain.
Overlaid is a snapshot of the azimuthal electric field Ey taken at
t=10μs. Lengths used are: Ly=10 mm, and Lx=20 mm.

Table 1. Standard operating and numerical parameters used in the 2D
PIC simulations of an HET. The simulation results are given as
representative values.

Physical parameter Value Unit

Gas Xenon —

Lx×Ly×Lz 2.0×0.5×1.0 (cm3)

B0 200 (G)
E0 2×104 (Vm−1)
n0 3×1017 (m−3)
Te,0 5.0 (V)
Ti,0 0.1 (V)
Tsee 1.0 (V)
Pn 1.0 (mTorr)
Tn 300 (K)
ng 3.22×1019 (m−3)

Simulation parameter Value Unit

Δt 4×10−12 (s)
Δx=Δy=Δz 2×10−5 (m)
N/NG 80 (part/cell)

Simulation result Value Unit

Te 40 (V)
ωpe 3.1×1010 (rad s−1)
ωce 3.5×109 (rad s−1)
rLe 6×10−4 (m)



although little effect on the plasma discharge is observed
compared with 80 particles/cell. The average electron temp-
erature Te, plasma frequency ωpe, electron gyrofrequency ωce

and electron Larmor radius rLe are given as representative
values for the simulations.

These values are also close to those used in the previous
1D PIC [17, 42] and 2D PIC simulations [14], ensuring
comparability. As observed in Lafleur et al [17], Croes et al
[14], using the operating conditions given by table 1, the
wavelength of the ECDI is expected to be about 1.8 mm.

Figure 1 presents the azimuthal electric field with an
azimuthal length of Ly=10 mm with no SEE. The instability
is clearly seen and the dominant wave length obtained by
Fourier transform is λ=1.44 mm. Reducing the azimuthal
length to Ly=5 mm did not alter the ECDI characteristics i.e.
its frequency, wavelength, and amplitude. Hence, and in order
to reduce the simulation time of the study, the length
Ly=5 mm is used in the rest of the study.

Figure 2 illustrates the radial density profiles of the
electrons and ions. We can see that the centre of the simu-
lation is quasi-neutral, and that the sheath thickness is of the
order of the millimetre.

2.2. SEE model

The system detailed in section 2.1 has already been tested and
studied in Croes et al [14] without SEE. In the present work, a
simple linear model [32, 33, 43, 44] is implemented for the
SEE process. In this model, the incident electron kinetic
energy is used to estimate the re-emission probability as

illustrated in figure 3 and given by:
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2 = ∣ ∣ is the electron kinetic energy with me the

electron mass and ve the electron velocity vector, * and 0s
two parameters, and maxs the maximum re-emission
probability.

In this work we chose 2.9maxs = , 0.50s = , and we
varied * between 4 and 200 V. This allows us to compare the
plasma discharge behaviour with various re-emission
strengths from the walls. For example, 50 V* = is a good
approximation for BnSiO2 walls [33]. Al2O3, a more emissive
material, would be better modelled with 17 V* = , while
Graphite, less emissive, is better modelled with

280* = [18].
As observed in figure 3, the probability of re-emission

can be higher than 1 which means that a single incident
electron can extract more than one secondary electron from
the wall. In figure 3, a Maxwellian electron energy distribu-
tion function (EEDF) of temperature T 45 Ve = is also plotted
to compare the relative position of SEE probability and of the
EEDF for a typical energy of electrons in HETs:
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We can observe that the saturation of the linear model appears
in the high energy tail of the EEDF, therefore involving only a
small part of the electrons. The secondary electrons are
reinjected with a temperature Tsee following a Maxwellian
distribution in the two directions parallel to the wall, and a
Maxwellian flux in the direction normal to the wall.

Figure 2. Radial profiles of the electron density ne and the ion
density ni averaged in the azimuthal direction for the same
parameters as figure 1.

Figure 3. Representation of the SEE model described in section 2.2.
Overlaid is a Maxwellian electron energy distribution function of
temperature T 45 Ve = . The dashed line corresponds
to 35.04 V* = = .



The SEE rate is defined by integrating the emission
probability over the half distribution function, giving:
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with vx the radial components of ve, Ω is the half space
v v n, 0e e >{ · }, with n a unit vector towards the wall, and
f ve e( ) is the electron velocity distribution function. Hence
n exº + for the upper wall, and n exº - for the lower.
Using equation (1) and assuming a Maxwellian electron
distribution, we can calculate TeMaxws̄ ( ) as detailed in the
appendix. Neglecting the saturation at maxs of equations (1)
and (3) reduces to:
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In the simulations, the measured SEE rate, PICs̄ , is
assessed using the discretized form of equation (3), that is to
say by counting the number of electrons re-emitted by the
walls, and dividing it by the number of electrons hitting the
wall. It is important to note that even if an individual electron
can emit more than one secondary electron, s̄ has to be
smaller than one to sustain the discharge.

2.3. Sheath model

The sheath model featuring SEE processes has been histori-
cally studied by Hobbs and Wesson [30], but is still an active
research topic nowadays [37]. The sheath is often considered
to be collision-less and isothermal, while the plasma is
composed of hot Maxwellian electrons and cold ions. A third
population of electron-induced secondary electrons is also
present in the sheath, and the re-emission rate s̄ is assumed to
be constant. The SEE process modifies the potential drop in
the sheath as [30]:
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with mi the ion mass, and Te the electron temperature in the
direction parallel to the magnetic field, thus normal to the
walls. Adding a pre-sheath drop of T 2e [36], the total
potential drop to the wall is:
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At this point, it is important to note that the temperature
is defined in our work from the kinetic definition:
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with U the mean velocity vector, q the electron charge, and ne
the electron density. This definition allows us to extend the
definition of Te for non-Maxwellian populations and to use it
directly in the PIC simulation. Similarly, the parallel electron
temperature used in equation (5) can be expressed by

integrating f ve e( ) along the radial direction:
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with Ux the radial components of U.
We can easily observe that equation (5) predicts a critical

value at which 0sheathfD = :
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For xenon, we obtain 0.985crs ¯ [2].

2.4. Mobility

The electron mobility in the transverse direction of the
simulation domain is defined, and calculated, as:

U

E
10z

0
m = ( )

with U vz e z,= á ñ the average electron velocity in the axial
direction. In the PIC simulation, equation (10) is used to
calculate PICm .

The classical drift-diffusion theory of the mobility
transverse to a magnetic field predicts a mobility classicalm
expressed as [6]:
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with q B mce e0w = ∣ ∣ the electron cyclotron frequency, and νm
the electron-neutral momentum transfer collision frequency.

Lafleur et al [15, 17] have shown that anomalous trans-
port due to an enhanced electron-ion friction force induced by
the ECDI may be modelled by the following effective
mobility:
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with n0 the mean electron density, δne the fluctuation of the
electron density and δEy the fluctuation of the azimuthal
electric field. In our simulation set-up and assuming that the
saturation of the instability is due to ion trapping, the mobility
can be expressed as:
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is the saturated electron-ion friction force. In equation (14), vi

is the local ion drift velocity, c q mTs e i
1 2= (∣ ∣ ) is the Bohm

speed, and the spatial derivative has been approximated
across the axial simulation direction and it was assumed that
there are no derivatives in the radial and azimuthal directions.



The ion outlet velocity along (Oz) in the simulation is:
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with Vz=E0Lz the total potential difference in the axial
direction. Neglecting the collision frequency against the
cyclotron frequency, equation (13) can be simplified to:
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Equation (16) shows that for the simple 2D PIC geometry
used here, the enhanced mobility is only a function of the
electron temperature. However, this is not true in general. We
can note that effm can be estimated at each grid-point of the
simulation domain, similarly to PICm . On the contrary eff

satm can
only be globally calculated over the whole simulation
domain.

In section 4, comparisons between PICm the measured
mobility in the simulations and the predicted values of effm
and eff

satm will be presented to quantify the relative contribu-
tions of the ECDI and SEE to the electron cross-field
transport.

3. Results

A parametric study is conducted using the SEE model
detailed in section 2.2 with 0.50s = and 2.9maxs = while the
value of * is varied from 4 to 200 V. For every simulation
presented hereafter, we observe azimuthal oscillations as
shown in figure 1. The simulations reach a steady state,
characterized by stable oscillations, in less than 2 μs in every
case. The ECDI characteristics are consistent with previous
studies [14], validating the kinetic theory of Lafleur et al [15].
The physical values presented in this section are averaged in
space over the azimuthal direction and in time between
t=5 μs and t=10 μs.

Figure 4 compares the value of the measured SEE rate

PICs̄ obtained from the PIC simulations with Maxws̄ from
equation (4) using Te measured in the whole simulation
domain using equation (7). We can see that in the PIC
simulations, PICs̄ decreases monotonically from 1 for low *
to a value close to 0s , as expected, for high * . This conv-
ergence to 1 has already been observed and commented by
Sydorenko et al [45]. For 40 V*  we observe that

PIC crs s>¯ ¯ . It corresponds to a regime of non-monotonic
potential profile. Indeed, when the SEE is too intense the
charge density close to the wall becomes negative to the point
where the sign of the electric field changes. Hence, the plasma
potential profile forms a well close to the wall, as already
observed in Sydorenko et al [44]. In this low * limit, the
theory of a standard monotonic sheath is not valid.

However, equation (4) is expected to predict well s̄ for
40 V* > . Yet, figure 4 shows that the predicted values of

Maxws̄ using equation (4) and the electron temperature mea-
sured in the simulations are much higher than the PIC
simulation results.

In order to check the sheath model, figure 5(a) presents as
a function of the SEE rate measured in the PIC simulations

PICs̄ , the evolution of the total potential drop fD measured
between the wall and the centre of the domain, normalized to
the electron temperature Te given in figure 5(b). It is compared
to equation (6), normalized to Te as well. In PIC simulations,
the electron temperature shown in figure 5(b) decreases
monotonically with the SEE rate s̄, from 45 V for low
emission to around 30 V for high emission. Figure 5(a) shows
that the value of TefD derived from PIC simulations follows
the same trend as the theoretical value from equation (6), that
is a monotonic decrease with s̄. The PIC results seem to show
a transition between two different regimes around 0.8PICs =¯ .
This is discussed further in section 3.3.

However, on figure 5(a), the values differ quite sig-
nificantly for both the high and low limits. Indeed, for high s̄
the expected potential drops to negative value, while we
observe that TefD tends towards 1 in the simulations. This
difference can be explained by the fact that the model
described in section 2.3 is only valid for a monotonic sheath,
while for high SEE rate ( 40 V* < ) we observe a potential
well near the wall as previously discussed. Hobbs and Wes-
son [30] showed that under these conditions of high emission,
the total potential drop to the wall goes down to Te and not to
zero or below, as we observe in figure 5(a).

For low values of s̄, the measured sheath drop is lower
than the value predicted by almost one third. This observation
is more surprising, as the sheath is monotonic for these
parameters, and should hence be well predicted.

Figures 5 and 4 show that the sheath model proposed in
section 2 is not satisfactory when confronted to the PIC

Figure 4. SEE rates averaged over time and space over the whole
computational domain as a function of the re-emission parameter ò*.
Comparison of PICs̄ derived from the PIC simulations and Maxws̄ , the
Maxwellian theory of equation (4) with Te measured in the PIC
simulations.



simulation results. An assumption used in section 2 is that the
sheath is monotonic and at a steady state. For high SEE rate (
i.e. 40 V* < ) this hypothesis is not respected, hence dif-
ferences were expected. However, for low SEE rate this
hypothesis is respected. The plasma-wall interaction model of
section 2 uses two other main hypotheses: a Maxwellian
distribution of the electrons, and an isothermal plasma. Both
hypotheses will be confronted to the kinetic simulation data in
the next sections.

3.1. Sheath electron energy distribution

Using the kinetic information of the PIC simulations, we
present in figure 6 the mean electron energy probability
functions (EEPF) in the case 200 V* = . Figure 6(a) shows
the projections of the EEPF in the bulk of the simulations

along the three directions. These projections are compared to
the Maxwellian probability function of the same kinetic
temperature calculated using equation (7). Figure 6(b) shows
the total EEPF for both the bulk and the sheath populations.
The sheath length is defined as the location where the ions
reach the Bohm speed, and is about 0.4 mm.

We see in figure 6(a) that the electron distribution
function is not Maxwellian. In particular the high energy tails
are depleted. In order to evaluate the effect of the non-Max-
wellian EEPF, we numerically integrate the EEPF from the
PIC data using equation (3). The results (not shown) do not
differ significantly from the Maxwellian values of
equation (4). Hence, we can conclude that even if the Max-
wellian hypothesis is not respected in the PIC simulations, it
is not enough to explain the differences observed in figure 4.

Figure 5. (a) Plasma potential drop to the wall normalized by the electron temperature TefD as a function of the SEE rate PICs̄ for the PIC
simulations and the theory of equation (6); (b) the electron temperature measured in the PIC simulation as a function of the SEE rate.

Figure 6. Electron energy probability functions for 200 V* = . (a) in the bulk of the plasma, compared with Maxwellian probability of the
same temperature (T 49 Ve = ) in red dotted line, and (b) for the bulk and the sheath populations.



Figure 6(b) presents the EEPF for the bulk population as
well as for the sheath population. We can see that the sheath
population is colder than the population at the centre, which
could explain the difference of figure 4. This effect is assessed
in the next section.

Surprisingly, we do not observe in figure 6 secondary
electron beams in the radial direction, unlike previous
observations of Sydorenko et al [45] with a 1D model or
Hèron and Adam [33] with a 2D model. On the other hand,
we do observe SEE beams when we artificially remove the
ECDI by forcing Ey=0 Vm−1 [40]. Hence, it seems that the
ECDI, when simulated in 2D, quickly thermalizes the sec-
ondary electrons emitted from the walls. In addition, we can
see in figure 6(a) that the radial EEPF is close to the EEPF in
the other directions. For instance, for 200 V* = we measure
T 41.5 Ve = while T 49 Ve =^ . The cause of the difference
with Hèron and Adam [33] is not yet clear, but there the
results were only obtained at early times where saturation of
the instability has not necessarily been reached, and no
electron loss in the axial direction was accounted for. It is
possible that at steady state, the electrons in our simulations
have had sufficient time to become more isotropic. The
energy transfer from the axial and azimuthal directions to the
radial direction is not clearly understood yet [46], but we
believe that it is due to the instability.

3.2. Corrected SEE rate

We can calculate the sheath electron temperature using
equation (7) from the EEPF obtained in the sheath as shown
in figure 6(b). Figure 7 shows the values of the SEE rate
measured in the PIC simulation compared to the values
obtained by equation (4) using this time the sheath electron

temperature. As the calculation of the EEPF is very compu-
tationally costly, we have calculated its value for only 4
simulations corresponding to 10, 25, 50, 200 V* = { } .

We observe from figure 7 that using the sheath electron
temperature in equation (4), the SEE rate is well predicted
(error less than 5%), except for 10 V* = where a large error
is observed.

As previously discussed, the case 10 V* = presents a
very high SEE rate which leads to a potential well close to the
wall. Consequently, some secondary electrons emitted at low
energy would be reflected back to the wall. Hence, since
equation (4) does not take into account this local effect, it is
not surprising that the SEE rate calculated using the mean
electron temperature in the sheath is too high.

To summarise, figure 7 shows that when the sheath
potential profile is monotonic, the SEE rate can be well pre-
dicted by equation (4) using Te in the sheath, which is lower
than in the centre of the domain. The energy flux inducing the
SEE is not well described if we use the electron temperature
of the bulk as in the isothermal sheath model. This explains
the overestimations of s̄ and fD presented in figures 4 and 5.
Hence, the isothermal hypothesis used in the sheath model of
section 2.3 is denied by the PIC simulations.

This is an important result because the sheath model
described in section 2.3 is used in several fluid simulations
[32, 36, 37]. Hence, further work is needed to develop an
improved, non-isothermal, sheath model in order to better
account for the SEE in fluid simulations and theoretical
models.

3.3. Sheath oscillations

The evolution of the SEE rate averaged over time and the
whole computational domain as a function of * (figure 4) is
smooth, decreasing monotonically from 1s ~¯ to 0s when *
increases. To go further in the analysis, we have also studied
the time evolution of s̄ for various values of * .

Figure 8 presents the temporal evolution of the space
average PICs̄ for three different values of * , corresponding to
three different regimes we have identified. In regimes I and
III, PICs̄ reaches a steady state after a few microseconds.
Regime I, with low * , is characterized by a saturation of s̄ at
a value between crs̄ and 1, which leads to a non-monotonic
potential profile. Regime III, for high * , is characterized by a
steady state with a SEE rate lower than crs̄ . This is the stan-
dard regime described in section 2. The transition between
these two stable regimes (monotonic and non-monotonic
sheath) passes by regime II, an oscillating mode between the
two stable regimes. As shown in figure 9, regime II only
exists in a narrow range of * . The oscillations of regime II
are shown in figure 8 up to 10 sm but have been observed for
more than 40 μs. Note that regimes I and III in figure 8 are
obtained for 38 V* = and 50 V* = respectively, i.e. near
the boundary of the unstable window (see figure 9). Conse-
quently, we observe a few oscillations before the steady-state
is reached, as these cases are close to the bifurcation to the
relaxation oscillation regime.

Figure 7. SEE rates as a function of the re-emission parameter ò*.
Comparison of PICs̄ derived from the PIC simulations and Maxws̄ , the
Maxwellian theory of equation (4) with the sheath temperature.



Similar oscillations have been observed in the 1D
simulation of Sydorenko et al [44]. The oscillations occur
because the mean electron energy evolves slowly during the
two stable states: when crs s>¯ ¯ the electron heat flux to the
wall is higher, hence decreasing the electron energy. When
the mean electron energy is lower than some threshold, the

sheath changes quickly to a stable state where the electron
heat flux to the wall is lower, hence increasing the mean
electron energy. When the electron energy passes another
threshold, the sheath shifts to the first state. However, a
detailed theory of the relaxation oscillations needs to be done.

4. Electron enhanced mobility

Figure 9 presents the evolution, as a function of * , of the
average value of the measured mobility in the simulation PICm
as well as the effective mobility effm , the saturated estimate

eff
satm , and the classical mobility classicalm , from equations (11),

(12) and (16) respectively. The average is the same as the one
used in figures 4 and 5, i.e. an average both in time and space.

We observe in figure 9 that ,PIC effm m and eff
satm are all

together varying between 3 and 6 m2(Vs)−1 for * varying
between 4 and 200 V and are much higher than classicalm . PICm
does not evolve much with the SEE rate, even for very high
re-emission rate, i.e. very low * values. On the other hand,

eff
satm decreases slightly when * the re-emission rate decreases

from 40 V to lower values, which increases the discrepancy
with PICm . However, eff

satm still provides a reasonable approx-
imation of the electron enhanced mobility even with very high
SEE rates.

Figure 10 presents the radial profiles of the mobility
measured in the PIC simulations PICm on the left, and on the
right the mobility predicted due to the ECDI effm for three
values of * , obtained by averaging the mobility in the azi-
muthal direction during 5 sm of the simulation. The three
chosen values correspond to the three regimes observed in
figures 9 and 8: high SEE (regime I), low SEE (regime III)
and the transition regime (regime II). The results obtained
without SEE are also shown.

We observe in figure 10 that the mobility measured in the
centre decreases by 20% as * decreases, i.e. the SEE rate
increases. This observation is consistent with the evolution of

effm as well as with the evolution of eff
satm in figure 9. This is

due to the decrease of the electron temperature due to the SEE
as seen in figure 5(b). We note in passing that the above
results are in apparent disagreement with the observations
obtained in Hèron and Adam [33], where anomalous transport
was found to be higher at lower values of * (see for example
figure 24 in Hèron and Adam [33]. However, since no axial
loss mechanism was included in those simulations, a steady
state solution was not reached, and as shown in figure 23 in
Hèron and Adam [33], the anomalous transport rate is still
increasing with time for large values of ;* even at the end of
the simulation. Since the SEE rate decreases with an increased
* , this results in less electron cooling which causes the bulk
electron temperature to increase (this would be further exa-
cerbated by a lack of any axial loss mechanism). By con-
sidering the linear growth rate of the most dominant mode of
the instability [15], it is found that a higher electron temper-
ature reduces the growth rate. Thus, a longer time is needed to
reach a given instability amplitude. Since the instability
amplitude largely determines the level of anomalous trans-
port, the difference of our results discussed above with those

Figure 8. Evolution as a function of time of the averaged SEE rate s̄
in the 3 regimes observed, 2 stable and one with oscillations. The
light green zones correspond to the periods when crs s>¯ ¯ .

Figure 9. Electron mobility as a function of the parameter * . PICm in
blue is directly measured in the PIC simulations, while classicalm , effm
and eff

satm respectively in purple, red and green, are calculated
respectively with equations (12), (16) and (11). Three regimes are
identified by I, II and III.



in Hèron and Adam [33] may only be apparent, and related to
the specific time chosen in Hèron and Adam [33] to make the
observations. If the simulations in Hèron and Adam [33]
could have been run for longer times, it is possible that the
anomalous transport rate would have saturated and that
similar conclusions to our results above would have been
obtained.

On the other hand, the mobility close to the wall, also
referred to as near-wall mobility in the literature, increases by
almost a factor of 2 with the SEE rate. This near-wall mobility
is not observed on the effective mobility shown in figure 10,
confirming that it is due to SEE.

These observations of figures 9 and 10 show that when
the SEE rate increases, the electron axial mobility in the
centre decreases slightly, while the near-wall mobility
increases. As a result, even if the SEE rate do vary sig-
nificantly, the overall mobility measured in the simulations,
which takes into account both bulk and near-wall mobilities,
is almost constant.

5. Conclusion

In this article a study of the effects of SEE from the walls of
an E B´ discharge were presented. It was observed that the
anomalous electron cross-field transport in the bulk plasma
decreases by 20% as the effective SEE coefficient increases.
This appears to occur as a direct consequence of electron
cooling, and demonstrates a coupling between SEE and the
electron drift instability. The observation of reduced electron
transport in the plasma bulk due to a lower electron temper-
ature is in good agreement with the kinetic theory predictions
of Lafleur et al [15]. However, when the SEE coefficient
increases from 0 to almost 1, the near-wall mobility increases
almost by a factor 2. As a result, the total mobility in the
simulations is found to remain almost constant. Consequently,

in our simulations the main effect of SEE is to decrease the
electron temperature by both decreasing the potential drop at
the wall, and through the injection of cold electrons into the
discharge. Overall though the dominant contribution to
anomalous electron transport is caused by the electron drift
instability.

The plasma characteristics in the simulations have been
compared to a typical plasma sheath model that accounts for
SEE. The effective SEE coefficient observed in the simula-
tions appears much lower than the predicted value from this
model, even though no electron beams have been observed,
contrary to Sydorenko et al [45]. Hèron and Adam [33] also
observed such beams, but do not compare the measured SEE
rate to a theoretical value. However, we observed that the
electron temperature is lower in the sheath than in the bulk
plasma, which when accounted for, correctly explains the
discrepancies observed in the SEE coefficient and potential
drop at the wall. Further work is needed to develop an
improved, non-isothermal, sheath model in order to better
account for plasma-surface interactions in fluid simulations
and theoretical models.

Three regimes have been identified when varying the
effective SEE coefficient. For low SEE rates, the plasma
sheath at the walls has a typical monotonic spatial profile.
This region is stable. For high SEE rates, a potential well is
observed to form near the wall due to space charge effects
associated with intense electron emission. This saturated
regime is also found to be stable. However, for intermediate
SEE rates, an oscillatory behaviour is observed where the
potential profile changes between those for a standard
monotonic sheath, and the saturated sheath. The main trigger
for this oscillatory behaviour is not yet understood, but this
regime appears similar to the relaxation sheath oscillations
observed before by Sydorenko et al [44].

In order to improve the realism of the simulation, two
limitations of the current study should be addressed: (1) the

Figure 10. Radial profiles of: (left) the measured mobility in the simulation ;PICm (right) the effective mobility in the simulation effm from
equation (12), bothaveraged in the azimuthal direction and in time on 5 sm .



radial walls are conducting instead of insulating (although
they still float electrically like an insulator), (2) the simulation
domain neglects the curvature of the thruster channel. Both of
these points are expected to alter the equilibrium values [39],
but not necessarily the overall conclusion on the electron
transport and the SEE effects.
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Appendix

The exact expression of the SEE rate using equations (1)–(3)
can be found to be:
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We can see from equation (17) that if 12a  then
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